ROBERT MARCUS
W(x, t) = 1 G λ (t -s, x, y)a(y, s) dyds . JoJ-co In addition the following conditions are required on /: Rϊ-( i ) (f(u) -f(v)) (u -v) Then Chebyshev's inequality can be used to complete the proof of the lemma. The method of solving (2) will be to construct a sequence of approximations u N (x, t) that converge to a solution. Let G XN (t, x, y) satisfy Using the reflection method it is easy to show that
Then u N (x, t) will be the solutions of
2Φ Results* THEOREM 1. Equation ( Proof. This theorem follows from Theorem 1 of Marcus [2] and an estimate similar to Theorem 26.6 of Vainberg [5] .
The results of Marcus [2] are not applicable to equation (2) because in general ueB k does not imply that G λ (t-s, x, y)f(u(y, s) )dyds -oo is in B k . However it will be shown by a series of lemmas that the solutions of (3) converge in B k as N~> oo to a solution of (2) . Let
x [Right hand side of (4) Proof. 
) with V(x, t) = 0 if I a? I ^ JSΓ and F(α?, 0) = 0. Rewriting the left hand side of (6) using V and then integrating by parts, the left hand side of (6) is equal to
To complete the proof that \\m MtN _ 00 \u N -n M \ k = 0 it is necessary to show that the remaining three terms on the right hand side go to 0 as N, M -> oo. The proofs are very similar and therefore only one will be shown in detail.
Proof. By repeated use of Holder's inequality, Theorem 1 and (ii) 
\JOJ-Jf /
Proof. The proof is almost identical to Lemma 4.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4. However the estimate G λN (t -s, a?, y) -G^M(ί -s, x, y) <Ξ: G λ (ί -s, x, 2N -y) + Gj(ί -s, x, -2N -y) + G λ (t -8, x, 2M -y) + G λ (t -s, x, -2M -y)
from the reflection method is used to complete the proof. Proof. From (5) using Lemmas 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 \u N -u M \l is less than or equal to the sum of expressions whose limit as N, M -> oo is 0. Hence u N is a Cauchy sequence in B k . Since \u N ( , t)\ ok < c almost surely by Theorem 1 the same bound applies to u for almost all ί.
LEMMA 7. u(x 9 1) = -1 1 G λ (t -s, x, y)f(u)dyds + W(x, t).

JoJ-oo rtr+N
Proof.
Since u N --I 1 G ΛΛr (ί -s, x, y)f{u N )dyds + W(#, ί) it is JoJ-.v only necessary to show that
As N-* ^ the limit of each term on the right hand side of (8) can be shown to be 0. The limit for the first term follows from Theorem 2. The second term requires an estimate identical to Lemma 6. Finally the last two terms can be shown to have limit 0 by the methods of Lemmas 4 and 5.
LEMMA 8. u is the unique solution of (2) in B k .
Proof. Let v be another solution of (2) . Then
Using estimates similar to those in the proof of Lemmas 2 and 3 it follows that \u -v\l ^ 0 or u -v.
In order to investigate the stationary distribution of tt as ί^oo a sequence of approximations ϋ N must be constructed. Let W N (x, t) be the Gaussian processes with mean 0 and covariance
JOJ-N
Note lim Λ r->00 1 W N (x, t) -W(x, t)\ k -0 almost surely follows from the convergence of covariance for Gaussian processes. Proof.
Then it follows
Once again using the methods of Lemma 2 Proof. The proof is identical to that of Lemma 8 of Marcus [2] . Define V =u -R.
Proof. The proof is identical to Lemma 9 of Marcus [2] . Proof. This follows immediately from Lemmas 10, 11, and 12.
The next problem is to obtain information about the stationary distribution of R using R N . Let F(u) = Vf(v) Since as random processes on [-JV, +iV] and also in Ll, u 0N converge weakly to u 0 then by bounded convergence using the growth condition on F it is possible to show that (see [1]) lim El g{u 0N ) exp -I F(u 0N ) dx )) E exp ~ F(u ON )dx)) = lim J&(flr(Wo) exp ( -^Fiu^dx^jJE ( exp ( -^F(u Q )dx^j which completes the proof.
In conclusion it is interesting to note that the stationary distribution of R is never absolutely continuous with respect to the stationary distribution of W(x, t) since lim^o E( exp ( -I F(u o )dxj) = O.
